September 19, 2018

51 Imperfect Solutions: The Role of States in Creating Constitutional Law

Time: 12:00pm
Location: Gittis 214, Haaga Classroom

Please join the Penn Law Federalist Society on Wednesday, September 19 (at noon) as we welcome Judge Jeffrey Sutton of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. After graduating from The Ohio State University’s Moritz College of Law in 1990, Judge Sutton clerked for Judge Thomas Meskill of the Second Circuit, and Justices Lewis Powell on the Supreme Court. Prior to taking the bench, Judge Sutton served for three years as the Solicitor General of Ohio. Judge Sutton is an expert on state constitutional law and recently published 51 Imperfect Solutions: States and the Making of American Constitutional Law. The event will take place in Gittis 214, and food from Baby Blues will be served.

Contact Info:
Louis Capozzi; capozzi@pennlaw.upenn.edu